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How one small community finally stopped talking
about and started doing capital improvement projects

Kayla J. Chadwick
Village Administrator/Clerk
Village of Butler

 Founded in 1913, very old and rich train

history

 Located in Waukesha County along I-45

and Milwaukee County border

 0.79 square miles.
 1,883 residential population
 10,000 day-time population
 Large industrial/commercial mix – 50%

industrial/commercial, 50% residential

 $335 million total valuation
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 No road and infrastructure improvement program.
 Aging and deteriorated roads. Majority had exceeded useful life.
 Failing water infrastructure – 10-15 main breaks per year
 Budget deficit for 7 consecutive years.
 Village Board opposition to new debt/increasing taxes.
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 Where do you start when everything needs improvement?

 Who should be involved in the process?

 How do you prioritize projects?

 How do you facilitate this discussion with the Elected Officials?

 We had the perfect storm of circumstances in 2014

 Started on the staff level
 We hit the road…. Literally

 Matched our road needs with our infrastructure needs

 Put it in the hands of the professionals
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 The financing plan for a 10 year program

didn’t work.
 The tax rate would have sky rocketed
 Water rates would have increase 1,000%
 We would have exceeded our borrowing

capacity under state law

 The complete Road and Infrastructure plan took 1 year to plan on the staff level.
 Kept elected officials up to date on our progress, but handled majority or the work behind

the scenes.

 Prepare the masses….
 Be confident in your plan and the benefits it will have
 Finally, STOP talking about it, and actually do something.

 After one year of planning, the Village Board conceptually

approved the 20 year plan, authorized the 2016 projects and
committed to the financing plan after 15 minutes of discussion.
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 Have a Champion
 Be Honest and Open
 No such thing as too much

communication
 Stop talking and actually do

something
 Celebrate your success’
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